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Product Fact Sheet - New Works Tea Shelf

New Works Tea Shelf
Knut Bendik Humlevik

Sometimes the simplest pieces prove to be the most difficult to find, say, the quintessential wall shelf. With

understated details and intelligible flexibility, the New Works shelving system aims to be just that. Designed to

effortlessly blend into a variety of spaces, this simple shelving system continues New Works’ ongoing quest of

creating elevated basics. Nothing is surplus and everything has been carefully attended to, like the angular profiles

of the wall bars and the integrated bookends that keep your belongings in place. The shelves are neatly

assembled with flat knurled screws in stainless steel, adding an honest yet refined detail to the design. A system

that is meant to grow - in your home and in range – to accommodate various storage needs.

Specifications

Product Name

New Works Tea Shelf

Designer

Knut Bendik Humlevik

Category

Furniture

Type

Wall Shelf

Year

2022

Material

Shelves in white laquered mdf, support in aluminium

and steel

Colour/Variant

White / White

Product Dimensions

H 460 x W 625 x D 155 mm

Packaging Dimensions

H 80 x W 650 x D 190 mm

Weight (Incl. Packaging)

4.5 kg

County of Origin

China

Master Packaging

1

Ean No

5712826419403

Item No

41940

Downloads

Frederiksgade 1, Ground Floor

1265 Copenhagen, Denmark

info@newworks.dk

+45 7230 9999

Safety Precautions

Universal wall plugs are delivered with this product.

Always pay attention to your wall type and use the

correct plugs accordingly. If you are mounting directly

onto plaster walls we recommend seeking professional

help before continuing with the installation.

Cleaning & Maintenance

Wipe the product with a soft dry or moist cloth. Do not

use any abrasive cleaning tools and never use strong

cleaning agents such as household glass cleaner,

white spirit, or turpentine.
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